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To the Canadian Federal, Provincial and Municipal Governments, Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC),
Health Canada and the Media

Executive Summary
1. Revoke the Declarations of Emergency e.g., Emergency Management & Civil Protection Act, Emergency
Programs Act (or similar Act).
2. Develop effective national outpatient treatment guidelines based on the most-up-to-date evidence.
Instruct PHAC to inform and educate physicians and the general public about the importance of
prophylaxis and early treatment of COVID-19. The government should ensure the necessary supply of
repurposed medications and prophylaxis agents.
3. Pause the current COVID-19 vaccination program pending full evaluation of impacts and benefits.
4. Halt the Vaccination Passport (“Vax Pass”) program and do not permit any company, agency, or
organization to unlawfully mandate COVID-19 vaccinations.
5. Do not permit any infringement on medical privacy by governments and businesses and end all coercive
measures limiting freedom of individual medical choice.
6. Do not permit any infringement on the ability to move freely, both within and between provinces as well
as internationally (leaving/entering Canada).
7. Do not impose any future lockdowns or quarantines of healthy individuals in view of the enormous
destabilizing impacts on the economy, mental health and society at large. The government should
instead focus their attention and funding to help those who feel vulnerable, if they so choose to accept
the government’s assistance.
8. Recognize physicians and researchers of diverse opinions (from the CCCA and other affiliations) as
essential stakeholders to: 1) engage in an open and public forum to discuss early treatment options,
COVID-19 vaccine program, the proposed vaccine mandates, Vaccine Passports, lockdowns and masking;
and 2) to participate in the COVID-19 Planning and Implementation Team(s), the COVID-19 Immunity
Task Force, the National Advisory Committee on Immunization (NACI) and the provincial Science Tables
to address the evidence-based science supporting nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPIs).
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THE COVID-19 CANADIAN COVID CARE ALLIANCE (CCCA) DECLARATION

Introduction
We represent over 500 members, comprised of physicians, research scientists (including virologists,
vaccinologists, and immunologists), and others; including highly accomplished professors from top Canadian
universities, allied healthcare professionals, and lawyers from across Canada, who have serious concerns with
respect to the management of the COVID-19 pandemic in this country. We are offering our assistance and have
prepared this document to provide government, policy makers and other relevant stakeholders with a resource
summarizing the most up-to-date scientific data, as well as legal and bioethical considerations that should be at
the forefront of decision-making going forward.
Mortality data from Statistics Canada1 demonstrates that we are no longer in a pandemic. Early
modelling warned of an alarmingly high rate of deaths across the country as a result of SARS-CoV-2 infection, but
eighteen months later, this has not come to pass. It has since been shown, by real world data, that the model
presented by Neil Ferguson at Imperial College London was fundamentally flawed from the outset and has been
proven wildly inaccurate across the world,2 despite its projections acting as the basis for the reactionary lockstep
response from most governments.3
In Canada, as of September 20, 2021, 79% of eligible Canadians aged 12 and over are fully vaccinated
with the advised two-dose regimen of mRNA and DNA injections.4 Today, virtually all Canadians intending to
receive vaccination have already done so,5 making the continued nationwide vaccination campaign redundant
and overbearing with no reasonable expectation of benefit to public health. This is in addition to compelling
evidence demonstrating waning efficacy of the vaccine products,6, 7 especially when compared to protection
offered by natural immunity, which we now know to be robust and long-lasting.8, 9 This is the ideal time to
reassess the Government’s, Public Health Agency of Canada’s and Health Canada’s recommendations for

1

Provisional death counts and excess mortality, January 2020 to May 2021. (2021, August 9) Government of Canada, S. C. The Daily.
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/210809/dq210809a-eng.htm
2
Magness, P. W. (2021, April 22) The failure of Imperial College modeling is far worse than we knew. American Institute for Economic Research.
https://www.aier.org/article/the-failure-of-imperial-college-modeling-is-farworse-than-we-knew/
3
Ferguson, N. M., Laydon, D., Nedjati-Gilani, G. et al. (2020) Impact of non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) to reduce COVID-19 mortality and
healthcare demand. South Kensington, London: Imperial College. Report 9:1-20. https://doi.org/10.25561/77482
4
Little, N. (2021, August 28) COVID-19 Vaccination Tracker. COVID-19 Tracker Canada. https://covid19tracker.ca/vaccinationtracker.html
5
COVID-19 vaccine willingness among Canadian population groups. (2021, August 20) Government of Canada, Statistics Canada.
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/45-28-0001/2021001/article/00011-eng.htm
6
Chemaitelly, H., Tang, P., Hasan, M. R. et al. (2021) Waning of BNT 162b2 vaccine protection against SARS-CoV-2 infection in Qatar. medRxiv preprint.
https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.08.25.21262584
7
Mizrahi, B., Lotan, R., Kalkstein, N. et al. (2021) Correlation of SARS-CoV-2 breakthrough infections to time-from-vaccine; Preliminary study. medRxiv
preprint. https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.07.29.21261317
8
Gazit, S., Shlezinger, R., Perez, G. et al. (2021) Comparing SARS-CoV-2 natural immunity to vaccine-induced immunity: reinfections versus breakthrough
infections. medRxiv preprint. https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.08.24.21262415
9
Israel, A., Shenhar, Y., Green, I. et al. (2021) Large-scale study of antibody titer decay following BNT162b2 mRNA vaccine or SARS-CoV-2 infection. medRxiv
preprint. https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.08.19.21262111
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protecting public health and moving out of the pandemic response, as is being done by many other countries
around the world.
Countries such as Sweden,10 Denmark,11 and the UK12 are almost fully open. As of September 8, 2021,
Denmark’s and the UK’s vaccination rates for those individuals who are eligible and have received two doses
were 73.6% and 64%, respectively, according to https://ourworldindata.org/covidvaccinations. As of September
3, 2021, Sweden’s double vaccination rate was 57.9%.13, 14 The UK is able to cope with current delta infections
and its hospitalizations have been consistently much lower than in previous waves.15 In comparison, as of
September 20, 2021, Canada’s fully vaccinated rate is 79%, a double vaccination rate which is on par with these
countries. Further reduction in Canada’s hospitalizations can be readily achieved by greater utilization and
awareness of the early treatment protocols (see below). We, therefore, strongly object to the unfounded
fear-based messaging that the Canadian public is being targeted by.
Denmark’s Health Minister, Magnus Heunicke, recently announced:16 “The epidemic is under control.
We have record-high vaccination rates.” He also stated that, starting on September 10, “we can drop some of the
special rules we had to introduce in the fight against COVID-19”. In fact, all restrictions for COVID-19, including
the CORONAPASS were dropped on that date in Denmark, and the UK has similarly followed suit. Meanwhile, the
Swedish government has kept society relatively open and has only maintained limited but rather fixed NPIs
(non-pharmaceutical interventions) throughout the pandemic. Experts opine that,17 “pre-immunity on a
population level, could in fact be a consequence of large variability in individual-level susceptibility. Furthermore,
this susceptibility may depend on innate immunity and cross-reactive protective immunity initiated by another
virus or other factors.”
Eighteen months into this pandemic and nine months into the vaccine program, there has been a
tremendous amount of research completed around the world relating to SARS-CoV-2 virus, COVID-19 disease, its
treatments and the vaccines. As a result of this research and growing bodies of evidence, we believe it is critical
that the Canadian government and public health agencies take immediate action to engage stakeholders and
re-examine public health measures with regards to the pandemic. As highly informed and educated health
practitioners, researchers and professionals, members of the Canadian Covid Care Alliance (CCCA) are offering
their assistance in this process. We offer this wealth of expertise with evidence-based knowledge to find viable,
implementable solutions to end the pandemic restrictions to the benefit of all Canadians. It is time for Canada to
10

The Local. (2021, May 27) KEY POINTS: Sweden’s five-step plan for ditching pandemic restrictions.
https://www.thelocal.se/20210527/key-points-swedens-five-step-plan-for-lifting-coronavirus-restrictions/
11
Ganz, J., & New York Daily News. (2021, September 10). Denmark lifts all of its domestic COVID restrictions. MSN; Microsoft News.
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/denmark-lifts-all-of-its-domestic-covid-restrictions/ar-AAOiT1I
12
Kirka, D., & Hui, S. (2021, June 28). UK Confident About July Reopening Despite Soaring Cases. Courthouse News Service; Associated Press.
https://www.courthousenews.com/uk-confident-about-july-reopening-despite-soaring-cases/
13
Sweden Coronavirus Full Vaccination Rate. YCharts. Retrieved September 3, 2021, from
https://ycharts.com/indicators/sweden_coronavirus_full_vaccination_rate
14
Carlsson, M. and Soderber-Naucler, C. (2021) Indications that Stockholm has reached herd immunity, given limited restrictions, against several variants of
SARS-CoV-2. mexRxiv preprint. https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.07.07.21260167v1.full.pdf
15
Government of UK. (2021) Healthcare in United Kingdom. Public Health England. https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk/details/healthcare
16
Ganz, J. (2021) Denmark declares epidemic 'under control' as it downgrades COVID-19. NY Daily News.
https://www.cityam.com/denmark-declares-epidemic-under-control-as-it-downgrades-covid-19/
17
Roberston, S. (2021, July 14) “Herd immunity” not responsible for Sweden’s control of COVID-10, say researchers. News Medical Life Sciences.
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20210714/e2809cHerd-immunitye2809d-notresponsible-for-Swedene28099s-control-of-COVID-19-say-researchers.a
spx
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set the stage for the return to a healthcare system based on evidence-based solutions, patient-provider trust and
ethical regulation in government and industry.
Independent voices have always played an important role in the development of society, just as debate
and critical thinking have been instrumental in the advancement of scientific research and knowledge. Based on
the most current and verifiable scientific and medical data, it is now possible for the Canadian government to
stand up as an international role model, acknowledge that COVID-19 is becoming endemic and move ahead with
practical actions and solutions to finally end this extended crisis.
In this Declaration, we provide information and evidence regarding the following issues:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Early Treatment and Prophylaxis
Vaccine Safety and Surveillance
Immune Escape, Variants and Herd Immunity
Informed Consent
Vaccine Passports (“Vax Pass”) and Vaccine Mandates
Censorship
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I.

Early Treatment and Prophylaxis

COVID-19 is the disease that develops in some people infected with the SARS-CoV-2 virus. While these
two terms are often incorrectly interchanged by the public, it is crucial to understand their difference.
SARS-CoV-2 is the virus that spreads via aerosols (very small droplets)18, 19 and enters the body primarily via the
upper respiratory tract. Infection with this virus can lead to the development of the COVID-19 disease. To
understand how to prevent or treat any disease, it is crucial to understand the pathophysiology of the disease.20
Over the last 18 months, scientists and clinicians have described the cellular mechanisms of the SARS-CoV-2
infection.21, 22 Practitioners tailor the disease management and treatment by targeting the distinct
pathophysiological phases of the disease.
With the current wealth of information and experience, the medical community has established that
COVID-19 is a treatable disease. It is difficult to understand why so many of the expert panels advising
governments have practically no personal experience with COVID-19 treatment, especially in its early stage when
it is most amenable to therapeutic intervention and provides most impact to a patient's health and healthcare
system in general. Countless doctors around the world, including some Canadian doctors, have been successfully
treating the disease in its early stages on an outpatient basis using well-known, accessible and inexpensive
anti-inflammatory and anti-coagulation medications, among others. These doctors and their extensive networks
are at your disposal to help inform effective national treatment guidelines based on the most-up-to-date
evidence and their own personal front line experience. Leading outpatient doctors should be the backbone of
the government's advisory teams.

PROPHYLAXIS (i.e., PREVENTION)
There are a growing number of studies showing the benefits of supplements in reducing viral replication
and, therefore, the duration and severity of COVID-19. Readily available supplements such as Vitamin C,23

18

Monroe, R. (2021, August 26) It’s not just SARS-CoV-2: Most respiratory viruses spread by aerosols. Scripps Institution of Oceanography.
https://scripps.ucsd.edu/news/its-not-just-sars-cov-2-most-respiratory-virusesspread-aerosols
19
Scheuch, G. (2020) Breathing is enough: For the spread of influenza virus and SARS-CoV-2 by breathing only. J Aerosol Med Pulm Drug Deliv.
33(4):230-234. https://doi.org/10.1089/jamp.2020.1616
20
McCullough, P. A., Kelly, R. J., Ruocco, G. et al. (2021) Pathophysiological basis and rationale for early outpatient treatment of SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19)
infection. Am J Med Sci. 134(1):16-22. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.amjmed.2020.07.003
21
Shang, J., Wan, Y., Luo, C. et al. (2020) Cell entry mechanisms of SARS-CoV-2. PNAS. 117(21):11727–11734. https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2003138117
22
Bodnar, B., Patel, K., Ho, W. et al. (2021) Cellular mechanisms underlying neurological/neuropsychiatric manifestations of COVID-19. J Med Virol.
93(4):1983–1998. https://doi.org/10.1002/jmv.26720
23
Chiscano-Camón, L., Ruiz-Rodriguez, J. C., Ruiz-Sanmartin, A. et al. (2020) Vitamin C levels in patients with SARSCoV-2-associated acute respiratory
distress syndrome. Crit Care. 24:522. https://doi.org/10.1186/s13054-020-03249-y
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Vitamin D,24, 25 Zinc,26 Quercetin,27 Selenium,28, 29 and Omega-3 fatty acids30 have been shown to assist the
immune system in the fight against COVID-19.31, 32, 33, 34 It has been shown in multiple studies that low levels of
Vitamin D lead to more severe disease.35, 36 It is widely recognized that Canadians are typically vitamin D
deficient,37 which may contribute to increased susceptibility to respiratory infections, especially during winter
months. Ireland has recently recognized the importance of vitamin D supplementation in their national public
health guidelines.38 Nasal and throat hygiene was also shown to substantially decrease viral replication and
severity of disease.39, 40 Several repurposed drugs with known antiviral effects have shown potent protection
against infection (summarized here and here).

EARLY TREATMENT
As is now well accepted, both vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals are at risk to become infected
with and transmit SARS-CoV-2, as well as become ill and even die from COVID-19.41, 42 As such, it is imperative to
implement early and effective treatments regardless of vaccination status. Since March 2020, numerous
studies relating to early treatment of COVID-19 have demonstrated the effectiveness and safety of using several
24

Song, Y., Qayyum, S., Greer, R. A. et al. (2021) Vitamin D3 and its hydroxyderivatives as promising drugs against COVID-19: a computational study. J
Biomol Struct Dyn. Aug 20:1–17. https://doi.org/10.1080/07391102.2021.1964601
25
Aranow, C. (2011) Vitamin D and the immune system. JIM. 59(6):881–886. https://doi.org/10.2310/JIM.0b013e31821b8755
26
Panchariya, L., Khan, W. A., Kuila, S., Sonkar, K., Sahoo, S., Ghoshal, A., Kumar, A., Verma, D. K., Hasan, A., Khan, M. A., Jain, N., Mohapatra, A. K., Das, S.,
Thakur, J. K., Maiti, S., Nanda, R. K., Halder, R., Sunil, S., & Arockiasamy, A. (2021). Zinc2+ ion inhibits SARS-CoV-2 main protease and viral replication in vitro.
Chemical Communications, 57(78), 10083–10086. https://doi.org/10.1039/d1cc03563k
27
Colunga Biancatelli, R. M. L., Berrill, M., Catravas, J. D., and Marik, P. E. (2020) Quercetin and vitamin C: An experimental, synergistic therapy for the
prevention and treatment of SARS-CoV-2 related disease (COVID-19). Front Immun. 11:1451. https://doi.org/10.3389/fimmu.2020.01451
28
Zhang, J., Taylor, E.W., Bennett, K. et al. (2020) Association between regional selenium status and reported outcome of COVID-19 cases in China. Am J Clin
Nutr. 111(6):1297–1299. https://doi.org/10.1093/ajcn/nqaa095
29
Majeed, M., Nagabhushanam, K., Gowda, S., and Mundkur, L. (2021) An exploratory study of selenium status in healthy individuals and in patients with
COVID-19 in a south Indian population: The case for adequate selenium status. Nutr. 82:111053. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nut.2020.111053
30
Doaei, S., Gholami, S., Rastgoo, S. et al. (2021) The effect of omega-3 fatty acid supplementation on clinical and biochemical parameters of critically ill
patients with COVID-19: a randomized clinical trial. J Trans Med. 19:128. https://doi.org/10.1186/s12967-021-02795-5
31
Marik, P. (2021) An overview of the MATH+, I-MASK+ and I-RECOVER Protocols: A Guide to the Management of COVID-19.
https://covid19criticalcare.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/FLCCC-Protocols-%E2%80%93-A-Guide-to-the-Management-of-COVID-19.pdf
32
Alexander, J., Tinkov, A., Strand, T. A. et al. (2020) Early nutritional interventions with zinc, selenium and vitamin D for raising anti-viral resistance against
progressive COVID-19. Nutrients. 12(8):2358. https://doi.org/10.3390/nu12082358
33
Bae, M. and Kim, H. (2020) The role of vitamin C, vitamin D, and selenium in the immune system against COVID19. Molecules. 25(22):5346.
https://doi.org/10.3390/molecules25225346
34
Shakoor, H., Feehan, J., Al Dhaheri, A. S. et al. (2021) Immune-boosting role of vitamins D, C, E, zinc, selenium and omega-3 fatty acids: Could they help
against COVID-19? Maturitas. 143:1-9. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.maturitas.2020.08.003
35
Bychinin, M. V., Klypa, T. V., Mandel, I. A. et al. (2021) Low circulating vitamin D in intensive care unit–admitted COVID-19 patients as a predictor of
negative outcomes. J Nutr. 151(8):2199–2205. https://doi.org/10.1093/jn/nxab107
36
CovidAnalysis. (2021) COVID-19 treatment studies for Vitamin D: A Database of all vitamin D COVID-19 studies. https://c19vitamind.com/
37
Naugler, C., Zhang, J., Henne, D. et al. (2013) Association of vitamin D status with socio-demographic factors in Calgary, Alberta: an ecological study using
Census Canada data. BMC Public Health. 13:316. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1186/1471-2458-13-316
38
Joint Committee on Health. (2021, April) Report on addressing Vitamin D deficiency as a public health measure in Ireland.
https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/committee/dail/33/joint_committee_on_health/reports/2021/2021-04-07_report-on-addressing-vitamin-d-deficie
ncy-as-a-public-health-measure-in-ireland_en.pdf
39
Baxter, A. L., Schwartz, K. R., Johnson, R. W., Kuchinski, A.-M., Swartout, K. M., Srinivasa Rao, A. S. R., Gibson, R. W., Cherian, E., Giller, T., Boomer, H.,
Lyon, M., & Schwartz, R. (2021). Rapid initiation of nasal saline irrigation to reduce severity in high-risk COVID+ outpatients: a randomized clinical trial
compared to a national dataset observational arm. medRxiv preprint. https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.08.16.21262044
40
Seet, R. C. S., Quek, A. M. L, Ooi, D. S. Q. et al. (2021) Positive impact of oral hydroxychloroquine and povidoneiodine throat spray for COVID-19
prophylaxis: An open-label randomized trial. Int J Infect Dis. 106:314–322. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijid.2021.04.035
41
Riemersma, K. K. Grogan, B. E., Kita-Yarbro, A. et al. (2021) Shedding of infectious SARS-CoV-2 despite vaccination. medRxiv preprint.
https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.07.31.21261387
42
Jeffay, N. (2021, July 25) HMO: Early vaccinees are twice as likely to catch COVID as later recipients. The Times of Israel.
https://www.timesofisrael.com/hmo-those-who-inoculated-early-twice-as-likely-to-catch-covid-as-lateradopters/
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repurposed drugs with well-established safety profiles. For example, the inhaled steroid budesonide, has already
been included in several Canadian and international treatment guidelines.43, 44 However, for unknown reasons,
this information has not reached many in the medical community, or the wider public. Information about early
treatment has not even been adequately covered by the media, which is the primary source of pandemic-related
information for most Canadians. Moreover, the biggest outpatient trial performed to date has been the
Canadian COLCORONA trial, which showed a clear trend to benefit from a well-known drug, colchicine, on
substantially decreasing hospitalizations and deaths.45 Similar positive results have been also reported in top
journals with another well-known drug - fluvoxamine.46, 47, 48
Some jurisdictions, such as Mexico City and El Salvador, have even deployed very successful public
campaigns using treatment packs consisting of several medications and nutraceuticals.49, 50
A randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind trial conducted in Israel from May 15, 2020, through to
the end of January 2021 to evaluate the effectiveness of ivermectin in reducing viral shedding among
non-hospitalized patients with mild to moderate COVID-19 concluded, “There were significantly lower viral loads
and viable cultures in the Ivermectin group, which could lead to shortening isolation time in these patients.”51
Calls to adopt the drug have been made, among others by its discoverer, Nobel Laureate Satoshi Omura, as well
as Haruo Ozaki (chairman of the Tokyo Medical Association) and U.S. and British frontline experts.
These are just some amongst hundreds of studies that support the early and efficacious treatment of
COVID-19 with repurposed drugs. Well-known medications can be utilized much more easily than expensive
monoclonal antibodies with limited availability and challenging administration. Drug repurposing is the fastest,
safest, and most readily deployable way to treat a pandemic disease. Prophylaxis and early treatment protocols
being used worldwide can be found at: The Association of American Physicians and Surgeons site: “Physician List
& Guide to Home-Based COVID Treatment”; and the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) site.
Scientific studies have shown that multidrug early treatment with combinations of repurposed drugs and
nutraceuticals is highly successful in preventing escalation of the disease. Physicians around the world are
43

Ramakrishnan, S., Nivolau, D. V., Langford, B. et al. (2021) Inhaled budesonide in the treatment of early COVID-19 (STOIC): A phase 2, open-label,
randomised controlled trial. Lancet Respir Med. 9(7):763–722. https://doi.org/10.1016/s2213-2600(21)00160-0
44
Yu, L-M., Bafadhel, M., Dorward, J. et al. (2021) Inhaled budesonide for COVID-19 in people at high risk of complications in the community in the UK
(PRINCIPLE): a randomised, controlled, open-label, adaptive platform trial. Lancet. 398(10303):843–855. https://doi.org/10.1016/s0140-6736(21)01744-x
45
Tardif, J-C., Bouabdallaoui, N., L'Allier, P. L. et al. (2021). Colchicine for community-treated patients with COVID19 (COLCORONA): a phase 3, randomised,
double-blinded, adaptive, placebo-controlled, multicentre trial. Lancet Respir Med. 9(8), 924–932. https://doi.org/10.1016/s2213-2600(21)00222-8
46
Lenze, E. J., Mattar, C., Zorumski, C. R. et al. (2020) Fluvoxamine vs placebo and clinical deterioration in outpatients with symptomatic COVID-19: A
randomized clinical trial. JAMA. 324(22):2292-2300. https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2773108
47
Seftel, D. and Boulware, D. R. (2021) Prospective cohort of fluvoxamine for early treatment of coronavirus disease 19. Open Forum Infect Dis.8(2).
https://doi.org/10.1093/ofid/ofab050
48
Reis, G., dos Santos Moreira Silva, A., Medeiros Silva, D. C. et al. (2021) Effect of early treatment with fluvoxamine on risk of emergency care and
hospitalization among patients with COVID-19: The TOGETHER randomized trial platform clinical trial. medRxiv preprint.
https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.08.19.21262323
49
Merino, J., Borja, V. H., Lopez, O. et al. (2021) Ivermectin and the odds of hospitalization due to COVID-19: evidence from a quasi-experimental analysis
based on a public intervention in Mexico City. SocArXiv preprint. https://doi.org/10.31235/osf.io/r93g4
50
La Página Newsroom. (2021, January 2) Delivery of drug kits to treat Covid-19 continues. La Página.
https://lapagina.com.sv/nacionales/continua-entrega-de-kits-de-medicamentos-para-tratar-covid-19/
51
Biber, A., Mandelboim, M., Harmelin, G. et al. (2021) Favorable outcome on viral load and culture viability using Ivermectin in early treatment of
non-hospitalized patients with mild COVID-19 – A double-blind, randomized placebo-controlled trial. medRxiv preprint.
https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.05.31.21258081
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successfully managing COVID-19 in the outpatient setting using a variety of treatment and preventative
protocols. The common message amongst them all is that treatment is most successful when initiated early.
It is the CCCA’s strong recommendation that the government and PHAC re-focus their efforts to
educate physicians and the general public about the importance of prophylaxis and early treatment in
combating COVID-19.

II.

Vaccine Safety and Surveillance

Safe and effective vaccines can be an important tool in addressing a pandemic. Unfortunately, since the
government’s vaccination program was implemented, we have observed, first-hand, the warning signs regarding
vaccine safety, including many of the potential adverse events presented during the VRBPAC meeting on October
22, 202052 (Slide #16 in Appendix A) before the vaccine rollout, including significant signs of micro-clotting and
even deaths.53, 54
In early 2021, Dr. Charles Hoffe of Lytton, British Columbia, discovered that several of his patients had
experienced adverse events after receiving the Moderna vaccine. He wrote an open letter to Provincial Health
Officer Dr. Bonnie Henry sharing his findings and to seek guidance,55 but was dismissed, silenced and even
sanctioned for his attempts to protect Canadians.56, 57 More recently, Dr. Hoffe discovered that the majority of his
vaccinated patients tested for the D-dimer marker showed elevated D-dimer levels pointing to signs of
micro-clotting, a potentially very serious condition whose long-term effects are yet to be determined. Our
colleague Dr. Byram Bridle, Associate Professor of Viral Immunology at the University of Guelph, also sounded
the alarm when he realized that the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein itself is almost entirely responsible for the adverse
cardiovascular effects from both COVID-19 and the vaccine product.58 He too was aggressively silenced and
criticized for sharing his findings,59 which have been replicated and reasserted by numerous other experts.
Increasing number of scientific studies show that the spike protein by itself is bioactive and can be toxic to

52

Anderson, S. (2020, Oct 22) CBER plans for monitoring COVID-19 vaccine safety and effectiveness. US FDA. VRBPAC Meeting.
https://www.fda.gov/media/143557/download
53
Lee, E-J., Cines, D. B., Gernsheimer, T. et al. (2021) Thrombocytopenia following Pfizer and Moderna SARS-CoV-2 vaccination. Am J Hematol.
96(5):534-537. https://doi.org/10.1002/ajh.26132
54
Shay, D. K., Shimabukuro, T. T., DeStefano, F. (2021) Myocarditis occurring after immunization with mRNA-based COVID-19 vaccines. JAMA Cardiol.
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamacardiology/article-abstract/2781600
55
Hoffe, C. (2021, April 5). Open Letter to Dr. Bonnie Henry. Lytton, British Columbia; Lytton Medical Clinic. Accessed from
https://vaccinechoicecanada.com/wp-content/uploads/vcc-open-letter-dr-hoffe-to-dr-henry-april-5-2021.pdf
56
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tissues.60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65 The S1 subunit of the spike protein is sufficient to cause tissue damage.66, 67, 68, 69 These
findings are concerning because COVID-19 vaccines also induce production of the spike protein by our own
human cells. Moreover, we now know that contents of the mRNA vaccine vials can leave the site of the injection
and travel throughout the body.70, 71 The spike protein and its S1 subunit have also been found to circulate in
some vaccinated individuals.72 While damage is expected in an untreated COVID-19 patient, vaccines are
administered to healthy individuals. It is therefore paramount to use immunization strategies that use benign
viral components. This, however, does not seem to be fulfilled with currently deployed COVID-19 vaccines.
Many other scientists, both in Canada and around the world, have expressed concerns regarding the
potential development of antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) in vaccinated individuals.73, 74 ADE typically
results in serious illness and even death by allowing the virus to more easily replicate in a person who has
produced non-sterilizing antibodies (antibodies that do not destroy the virus). A study published on August 9,
2021, in the Journal of Infection confirmed ADE with the delta variant and the presence of infection-enhancing
antibodies in symptomatic COVID-19 patients.75 ADE is a well-known phenomenon that has been previously
reported with several different viruses, including coronaviruses and has hindered vaccine development in the
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past.76, 77 While we are seeing the acute and sub-acute adverse events of COVID-19 vaccination, the long term
effects of these still largely experimental genetic vaccines will not be known for some time to come. It is
however already known that the spike protein can cause hyper-inflammation.78, 79, 80 Numerous biological
activities of the spike protein, the biodistribution and the mechanism of COVID-19 vaccines suggest that possible
future increase in autoimmune diseases and cancers cannot be ruled out. For example, the relationship between
the Pandemrix vaccine deployed in 2009 against influenza and narcolepsy in children was uncovered by Swedish
and Finnish authorities only after its wide commercial deployment to over 30 million people.81 It has been a
well-established practice that any new medical product must be closely monitored at both the formal clinical
trial and deployment stages. However, the presently used vaccines have been deployed on the general public
with little systematic reporting of vaccine injury and highly biased analyses of those reports that have been filed.
Based on our experience, there is vast under-reporting of adverse events. Vaccine injuries are frequently
downplayed or dismissed as mere coincidences, resulting in low reporting to the Canadian Immunization
Surveillance Program (CAEFISS), rendering its reports unreliable.
Reports that do get submitted are frequently rejected despite sound clinical judgement from the primary
care provider. This is clearly evident upon inspection of the Health Canada website
(https://health-infobase.canada.ca/covid-19/vaccine-safety/) where the weekly reports of adverse reactions
from May 1, 2021, onward surprisingly declined, despite increased rates of vaccine administration. Moreover, as
the vaccination program has continued in recent months, the ratio of reports of serious adverse reactions (i.e.,
requiring hospitalization or deaths) versus mild reactions increased from ~15% to well over 40%. Finally,
three-quarters of all the vaccine injury reports are for females, whereas a more equitable distribution between
males and females would have been expected.
During the Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) process in the USA, the COVID-19 vaccines were
considered for EUA pending reliance on the safety surveillance system called the Vaccine Adverse Events
Reporting System (VAERS). As of September 10, 2021, VAERS has recorded 14,925 deaths, 60,741
hospitalizations, 19,210 permanent disabilities, 5,765 cases of myocarditis, 6,637 heart attacks, 1,862
miscarriages and more. These events are understood to be correlated and have been explored in clinical and
research settings as they have emerged, such as with thrombocytopenia.82 AstraZeneca vaccines were paused
and then phased out in Canada in response to adverse events, though this has been an odd exception when
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compared to the multitude of similar and worse events reported in VAERS and other systems in relation to the
mRNA vaccines.
Moreover, based on a 2009 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) commissioned Harvard
study, it is known that there is vast under-reporting of adverse events to the VAERS in general (less than 2% of
valid adverse events get reported) and doctors are now finding that some of their reports to VAERS are either
missing, or have been unjustifiably rejected. Over the last 30 years up to August 13, 2021, more than a third of
all VAERS reports of vaccine injuries (1.4 million) have been linked to COVID19 vaccines (595,622). As of August
13, 2021, there were a total of 184,886 Serious Adverse Events (SAE) for ALL vaccines, 80,850 of which were
entirely for COVID-19 vaccines.83
A Canadian researcher, Jessica Rose, PhD, MSc, BSc, recently authored a report entitled, “A Report on the
U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) of the COVID-19 Messenger Ribonucleic Acid (mRNA)
Biologicals.”84 Her results are found in Appendix C. Summarizing her findings,85 Rose made the following
conclusions:
●
●
●
●
●
●

“[COVID mRNA] Vaccines are the likely cause of reported deaths, spontaneous abortions, anaphylactic
reactions, in addition to cardiovascular, neurological, and immunological Adverse Events.
There is a strong signal from the VAERS data that the risk of suffering Serious Adverse Events (SAE)
shortly after injection is significant and the overall risk signal is high.
Autopsies should be required in cases of deaths temporally associated with the COVID-19 injections.
Investigation and focus on immunological issues must be a priority in future studies.
The efficacy of the experimental vaccines needs to be assessed by immunological assays and long-term
studies must be required.
Extreme care should be taken when making a decision to participate in this mass vaccination
experiment.”

In the European Union, as of September 11 , 2021, EudraVigilance - which gathers adverse event reports
from 27 EU member states out of a total of 50 countries in Europe - has recorded 24,526 deaths and 2.317
million vaccine injuries, of which almost 50% are considered serious in nature.86, 87
As a comparison, the 1976 swine flu vaccination program in the U.S., which was rushed to market based
on incomplete knowledge, was halted within months once a temporal association was made with Guillian-Barre
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Syndrome.88 In hindsight, that particular swine flu was not dangerous, and it did not result in a pandemic.89 Over
40 million people in the U.S. had been vaccinated before the program was abandoned. A rushed vaccination
campaign can ultimately result in more harm than benefit. In comparison, approved vaccines normally take 7-12
years to develop and properly test. It is, therefore, very worrying that COVID-19 vaccines have no predefined
stoppage condition (i.e., number of severe adverse events that would trigger a halt and review of the vaccination
program) and their safety is not monitored properly.
The Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV) vaccine candidate developed in the 1960s was not efficacious and
actually enhanced disease when participants were subsequently exposed to RSV consistent with ADE.
Hospitalizations were far more prevalent in the vaccinated group than among controls and there were two
fatalities attributed to the vaccine.90 The recent use of the Dengvaxia vaccine against Dengue Virus in the
Philippines showed that vaccinated children without previous infection were at higher risk of severe disease
upon reinfection compared to unvaccinated controls.91, 92 Due to this severe vaccine limitation, it has since been
approved only for a specific group of people at high risk.
These cases further illustrate the need for thorough testing of vaccines before their population-wide
deployment. As outlined above, numerous safety signals and red flags are also emerging today with respect to
the COVID-19 vaccines. Therefore, it is imperative that the Canadian government must act swiftly and
responsibly to pause the COVID-19 vaccine program, especially when vaccination of young children and
additional boosters to the general public are being considered.
The CCCA opines that the number of deaths and serious adverse events caused by the vaccines both in
Canada and worldwide, has significantly and devastatingly surpassed any reasonable measure that would
keep a population-wide vaccine program in place. It is the opinion of the CCCA that the Canadian
government’s current COVID-19 vaccine program should be paused immediately for the safety of all
Canadians, especially considering that those most at risk of the disease are already largely vaccinated.
Additional vaccinations will produce more harm than benefit.
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III.

Immune Escape, Variants and Herd Immunity

Prior to initiating the vaccine program, scientists warned the World Health Organization (WHO) against
vaccinating amidst a pandemic, particularly with a “leaky,” or non-sterilizing vaccine. The basis for this warning is
the well-known paradigm that the use of a leaky vaccine can create ideal conditions for the proliferation of
potentially dangerous variants within vaccinated individuals. In the poultry industry, use of leaky vaccines has
allowed survival and spread of deadly strains of Marek’s disease virus to the point that none of the farmed
chickens can survive nowadays without vaccination. Prior to vaccine use, mortality of chickens infected with
Marek's disease was rather low.93, 94, 95, 96
This is in stark contrast to sterilizing vaccines, such as the ones used for smallpox or polio, which prevent
individuals from contracting, transmitting, falling ill and dying from the diseases against which they have been
inoculated.
In March 2021, Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche, a Belgian virologist and vaccinologist who formerly worked
with the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and GAVI, wrote an open letter to the WHO about the consequences
of vaccinating in the heat of a pandemic.97 In his August 12, 2021, document entitled C-19 Pandemia: Quo vadis,
homo sapiens?98 he explains, “As of the early days of the mass vaccination campaigns, at least a few experts have
been warning against the catastrophic impact such a program could have on global and individual health. Mass
vaccination in the middle of a pandemic is prone to promoting selection and adaptation of immune escape
variants that are featured by increasing infectiousness and resistance to spike protein (S)-directed antibodies
(Abs), thereby diminishing protection in vaccinees and threatening the unvaccinated. This already explains why
the WHO’s mass vaccination program is not only unable to generate herd immunity (HI) but even leads to
substantial erosion of the population’s immune protective capacity. As the ongoing universal mass vaccination
program will soon promote dominant propagation of highly infectious, neutralization escape mutants (i.e.,
so-called ‘S Ab-resistant variants’), naturally acquired, or vaccinal neutralizing Abs, will, indeed, no longer offer
any protection to immunized individuals whereas high infectious pressure will continue to suppress the innate
immune defense system of the non-vaccinated. This is to say that every further increase in vaccine coverage
rates will further contribute to forcing the virus into resistance to neutralizing, S-specific Abs. Increased viral
infectivity, combined with evasion from antiviral immunity, will inevitably result in an additional toll taken on
human health and human lives. Immediate action needs, therefore, to be taken in order to dramatically reduce
viral infectivity rates and to prevent selected immune escape variants from rapidly spreading through the entire
population, whether vaccinated or not. This first critical step can only be achieved by calling an immediate halt
93
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to the mass vaccination program and replacing it by widespread use of antiviral chemoprophylactics while
dedicating massive public health resources to scaling early multidrug treatments of COVID-19 disease.”
Less than 6 months later, his predictions are coming true. We are now faced with variants that
circumvent the first generation of these genetic vaccines - which were modelled off the now extinct SARS-CoV-2
Wuhan strain provided by China. These vaccines have become relatively ineffective in combating the
transmission of the newer delta variant and are expected to be even less effective with the emerging mu variant.
99
According to CDC Director Rochelle Walensky, “…we are seeing concerning evidence of waning vaccine
effectiveness over time, and against the delta variant." That in addition to the CDC’s August 19, 2021 admission
that “those who were vaccinated early are at increased risk of severe disease as vaccine effectiveness is waning.”
Currently, the scenario playing out around the world is seeing fully vaccinated individuals producing
variants, as well as catching, transmitting, falling ill and dying from the virus.100, 101, 102, 103 We are seeing surges of
COVID-19 in highly vaccinated places such as Israel, Gibraltar and Iceland.104 Israel had 72.5% of its eligible
population double vaccinated,105 yet it could not achieve herd immunity through vaccination. Consequently, they
are now performing additional vaccinations with a third booster shot, without prior efficacy and safety studies,
because long-lasting immune memory was not achieved with the first two injections of the Pfizer mRNA vaccine.
With an understanding that mass vaccination is likely significantly contributing to the development of
concerning variants, and that the virus is fully circulating amongst and affecting even the fully vaccinated, it is
scientifically inaccurate, divisive and vilifying to suggest that this is a ‘pandemic of the unvaccinated’. This makes
the language in Dr. Bonnie Henry’s recent Public Health Orders deeply concerning, as she unfoundedly describes
the mere presence of “unvaccinated persons” as posing “risk of harm to residents of B.C.”, while also conceding
that vaccinated individuals are also at risk of spreading the virus and falling ill with COVID-19.106
It is evident that no country, anywhere in the world, can eradicate the virus by indiscriminate
vaccination and attempting to do so may in fact be dangerous as we create more resistant strains of
SARS-CoV-2. Vaccination will not achieve herd immunity. We must instead move in the direction of natural
immunity for those at minor risk, which is the vast majority of the population, with the added protections of
prophylaxis and early treatment.107 If we do otherwise, and continue with the current vaccination programs, we
99
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will face a waterfall of variants that will continue to pose a threat to the most vulnerable in our country,
including those who are vaccinated. Also, since many diverse domestic as well as wild animals have been shown
to be susceptible to SARS-CoV-2, containment of this virus by vaccination alone to prevent future infections of
humans will be highly unlikely.108, 109

IV.

Informed Consent
According to the Ontario Health Care Consent Act of 1996:

No treatment without consent: 10 (1) A health practitioner who proposes a treatment for a person shall
not administer the treatment, and shall take reasonable steps to ensure that it is not administered, unless, (a) he
or she is of the opinion that the person is capable with respect to the treatment, and the person has given
consent; or (b) he or she is of the opinion that the person is incapable with respect to the treatment, and the
person’s substitute decision-maker has given consent on the person’s behalf in accordance with this Act. 1996, c.
2, Sched. A, s. 10 (1).
11 (1) The following are the elements required for consent to treatment:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The consent must relate to the treatment.
The consent must be informed.
The consent must be given voluntarily.
The consent must not be obtained through misrepresentation or fraud. 1996, c. 2, Sched. A, s.
11 (1).

In this case, the “treatment” is the COVID-19 vaccine.
As health care providers managing the care of thousands of patients who have experienced adverse
reactions to the vaccines (the “vaccine injured”), it has become apparent that our patients have not been
properly informed regarding their individual risks and benefits of the COVID-19 vaccine products nor the
nature of the underlying technology.110 Moreover, when it comes to children over 12 providing consent to an
investigational product/injection without parental guidance, we are even more so alarmed.111 By the
manufacturers’ own definitions, these are investigational gene therapy products.112 They were initially
broad immune memory after SARS-CoV-2 infection with persisting antibody responses and memory B and T cells. Cell Reports Medicine, 2(7), 100354.
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authorized by Health Canada under Interim Order and have recently been transition to an authorization under
Division 8 (New Drugs) of the Food and Drug Regulations.113 The regulatory decision itself states: “An important
limitation of the data is the lack of information on the long-term safety and effectiveness of the vaccine”.114, 115 It
is, therefore, entirely reasonable for individuals to take a cautious approach to a novel, not-fully-tested medical
product that could present with short term, long term or potentially even transgenerational adverse events.
One of the concerns specifically related to the mRNA and adenoviral COVID-19 vaccines is their
requirement for healthy cells to produce the spike protein of this virus, which sets them up for inflammatory
responses to elicit antibody production. However, repeated inflammation of tissues is a well-known mechanism
for breaking immune tolerance and induction of autoimmune diseases. Repeated immunizations, including with
other vaccines that use the same technology but for other pathogenic viruses or bacteria, could be expected to
cause new autoimmune disease or exacerbate pre-existing autoimmune disease.
Examples of some of the information with which Canadians should be provided prior to vaccination in
order to give full informed consent include but are not limited to the following:
●

●

●

Adverse Events - During the October 22, 2020, COVID-19 vaccine presentation to the American Food and
Drug Administration (FDA), a list of potential adverse events was presented (Appendix A).116 This list of
potential adverse events was not exhaustive and was never presented to the Canadian public.
Risk/Benefit Calculations and Absolute Risk Reduction (ARR) - PHAC has never provided a risk/benefit
calculation based on health profile, age or gender for Canadians to consider, nor has it provided a true
assessment of one’s benefit from taking the vaccine. The high efficacy rate reported in the vaccine
studies is a comparison of the ratio of illness prevalence in the treatment and placebo groups. It is called
Relative Risk Reduction (RRR). This is a statistical comparison. However, to understand whether the
vaccines reduce the risk of contracting COVID-19 one must examine the absolute risk reduction (ARR)
value. According to the Pfizer trials, their vaccine afforded the individual less than a 1% reduction in the
risk of contracting the disease compared to not receiving the vaccine at all. It is for this reason that the
FDA clearly states in its Communicating Risks and Benefits guidelines:117 “Provide absolute risks, not just
relative risks. Patients are unduly influenced when risk information is presented using a relative risk
approach; this can result in suboptimal decisions. Thus, an absolute risk format should be used.”
However, this information has not been communicated to Canadians.
Survivability - In October 2020 prior to any COVID-19 vaccination campaign, the infection fatality rate
(IFR) for COVID-19 was estimated by the WHO at 0.27%; with a survivability rate of 99.73%. The extent
of actual infection of the Canadian public with SARS-CoV-2 is unknown as many asymptomatic cases
would have been missed.118 The American CDC estimates that only 1 in 4 infected have been identified
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by testing, putting true IFR at a much lower value than what is assumed from positive PCR numbers only.
CDC further estimates these age stratified IFRs: 0-17 years: 0.002% (survivability 99.998%), 18-49
years: 0.05% (survivability 99.95%), 50-64 years: 0.6% (survivability 99.4%), 65+ years: 9% (survivability
91%).120 For a healthy person under age 70, IFR is 0.05% - this is the same daily risk as driving 23 km per
day in Canada.121
Susceptibility - Prior to instituting the vaccine program, PHAC was aware that it was mainly
institutionalized elderly individuals with comorbidities who were at greatest risk. COVID-19 poses
increased risk only to a small subset of the population - frail, elderly people with comorbidities - these
are the same people who are also at risk from other common infections. By contrast, for children,
COVID-19 is less deadly than the flu.122

119

●

Consider:
➢
➢
➢
➢

●

96.8% of COVID-19 deaths in Alberta had 1 or more comorbidities.123
95% of deaths in the US had 1 or more comorbidities (on average 4 comorbidities).124
The vast majority of all Canadian COVID-19 deaths have been in long term care homes.125
According to Statistics Canada, the average age at death in Canada in 2019 was 76.5 years.
However, the average age of those who died of COVID-19 in Canada last year was higher at 83.8
and is still around 76 years when more recent data are included.126, 127

Childhood Risk - It is known that children have not been contributing significantly to the transmission of
the virus.128, 129, 130 The overall survival rate of minors (under the age of 19 years) with COVID-19 is
99.997%.131, 132 With several serious adverse events being recognized only postauthorization (e.g.
myocarditis and pericarditis), and potential yet unrecognized adverse events, it is possible that healthy

likely to be a substantial overestimate of the IFR.
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children face similar or higher risks from vaccination than from the disease itself. As of September 17,
2021, only 2% of all hospitalized in Canada that tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 have been under the age
of 20 and only 15 Canadians in this age group infected with the virus died.133 For comparison, about 110
kids die annually in Canada from cancer.134 Furthermore, a 13-year-old girl that participated in a Pfizer
trial for 12-15 year olds, Maddie de Garay, has been permanently disabled, yet this information has not
been reported in trial results. This points to possible trial irregularities.135 (Further information regarding
youth vaccination in Appendix B).
From December 13, 2020 to August 7, 2021, there have been 314 reports of myocarditis or pericarditis
following receipt of COVID-19 mRNA vaccines in Ontario.136 The highest reporting rate of myocarditis/pericarditis
was observed in males aged 18-24 years following the second dose. The UK government’s advisory body on
vaccination has decided not to recommend universal COVID vaccination for 12–15-year-olds, because of the
“very low risk, considerations on the potential harms and benefits of vaccination are very finely balanced.”137
It is clear our patients were not provided with this information prior to inoculation, and they were not
given the opportunity to discuss their risk/benefit ratio and/or alternative prophylaxis or treatment options
(discussed above) with their primary care practitioners or those administering the injections. Those who
experience a vaccine injury, some of which are debilitating and life-altering, are scared, confused and angry
about the lack of information essential for informed consent. As there are no standards of care for these vaccine
injuries, many patients feel abandoned by their own practitioners and are left to seek treatment guidance on
their own.
We are seeing unnecessary harm come to patients who were not fully informed about the potential
adverse events nor their risk-to-benefit ratio. Consequently, they were unable to give full informed consent.
Many of these patients would most likely have fully recovered naturally from COVID-19, particularly if
provided with early treatment (as discussed above). This has been a flagrant abuse by the government in
pressing a vaccination agenda, while robbing individuals of the freedom to make informed decisions about
their own health. Without full transparency and informed consent, and without a full appreciation and proper
evaluation of the safety of these novel vaccines (both short and long term) the current COVID-19 vaccination
programs should be paused immediately. We greatly support classical vaccine programs as developed over
past decades and are therefore deeply concerned that this blatant disregard for medical ethics and most
recent scientific data during COVID-19 vaccinations will irreparably damage Canadians’ trust in the traditional
vaccine programs.
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V.

Vaccine Passports (“Vax Pass”) and Vaccine Mandates

On August 18, 2021, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau stated, “The bottom line is, if anyone who doesn't
have a legitimate medical reason for not getting fully vaccinated chooses to not get vaccinated, there will be
consequences”.138 NDP Leader Jagmeet Singh issued a statement saying public servants who refuse a shot could
be punished under collective agreements between unions and the federal government.139 This is totalitarianism,
plain and simple.
The implementation of vaccine passports and vaccine mandates in order to maintain employment, travel
or avail oneself of an education has implications with issues of informed consent, medical privacy, the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the (Ontario) Human Rights Code.
The CCCA strenuously objects to Vaccine Passports (“Vax Passes”) and vaccine mandates of any kind
for the following reasons:

THE LAW
1. Informed consent: We must examine the rights of a patient with respect to consenting to a medical
treatment such as novel genetic vaccines. This fundamental principle is at the core of a person's bodily
autonomy, integrity and dignity. Consent must be informed as set out in case law including the Supreme
Court decisions of Parmley & Parmley v Yule,140 and Hopp v Lepp.141 The patient must be ‘sufficiently
informed to enable him to make an informed choice’ otherwise medical treatment is tantamount to
assault or force. Is it truly “consent” to receive a vaccine when the individual’s ability to work to feed
one’s family, educate him/herself or to travel is being threatened?
The Supreme Court decision of Her Majesty the Queen v Steven Brian Ewanchuk states that
consent must be “freely given”.142 Consequently, if a person is fearful of losing his/her job, education or
ability to travel, and is, therefore, being coerced to be vaccinated, consent is not freely given. The
decision states: “As enumerated in s. 265(3) [of the Criminal Code], these include submission by reason
of force, fear, threats, fraud or the exercise of authority, and codify the longstanding common law rule
that consent given under fear or duress is ineffective.” [Author’s emphasis]. “Authority” in this case
could be someone’s employer or the government (i.e., not permitting travel or access to funerals,
weddings or restaurants).
2. Section 15 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms – Equality Rights which states: “15. (1)
Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to the equal protection and equal
benefit of the law without discrimination and, in particular, without discrimination based on race,
138
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national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability.” Persons in society
being discriminated against—such as being unable to go into a theatre, concert or use public
transportation - based on medical choice would be a violation of our human rights as per the Charter.
3. Nuremberg Code - Being coerced or forced into a mandated medical intervention is in violation of the
Nuremberg Code principles. Article 6, Section 1 states: “Any preventive, diagnostic and therapeutic
medical intervention is only to be carried out with the prior, free and informed consent of the person
concerned, based on adequate information. The consent should, where appropriate, be expressed and
may be withdrawn by the person concerned at any time and for any reason without disadvantage or
prejudice”. Article 6, Section 3 states: “In no case should a collective community agreement, or the
consent of a community leader or other authority, substitute for an individual’s informed consent”.
4. Section 6 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms – Mobility “6. (1) Every citizen of Canada has
the right to enter, remain in and leave Canada” without impediment. It is a violation of our Charter rights
to prevent passage between provinces, at the Canadian/US border, at train stations or in airports.
5. Vax passes violate our medical privacy laws as per the Personal Information Protection and Electronic
Documents Act (PIPEDA) and Personal Health Information Protection Act (PHIPA).
6. While the government suggests repeat PCR testing for those employees who refuse an injection and,
therefore, cannot show proof of “vaccination”, according to Bill S-201 or the Genetic Non-Discrimination
Act, “federally regulated employers cannot use a person’s genetic test results in decisions about hiring,
firing, job assignments, or promotions; or request or require genetic test results of an employee.” PCR
tests are a form of genetic testing. PCR tests that require probing deep within the nasal cavities on a
repeated basis can inflict discomfort and injury, and could be viewed as a form of abuse.

THE SCIENCE, MEDICINE AND LOGISTICS
7. SARS-CoV-2 is neither a particularly deadly nor exotic virus and may be considered similar to a bad flu
with over 99% survivability rate for the majority of the population. There are readily available early
treatments to lessen the duration and severity of the illness. There is no valid reason for either a vaccine
passport or vaccine mandate to protect oneself or others with respect to the present measured threat to
society. Only a small portion of society is at higher risk of developing severe disease (elderly, frail, people
with comorbidities), particularly when untreated. These are the same people that are at higher risk with
respect to other diseases for which we do not isolate the healthy general public. If vaccine passports are
accepted for such a low level of threat demonstrated by this virus, it may follow suit that such
requirements be enacted for other viruses such as HIV, hepatitis, papilloma virus, influenza, or bacteria
such as Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
8. Vaccine passports will not stop the spread of the virus. It is now abundantly clear based on emerging
studies and clinical observations that both the vaccinated and the unvaccinated can contract, carry and
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transmit COVID-19 and carry similar viral loads.143 This fact alone entirely negates the purpose of a Vax
Pass or vaccine mandates. According to CDC Director Rochelle Walensky, “The increased viral load
associated with the delta variant appears to make vaccinated people equal spreaders of the virus.” A
study by Chau et al. showed that vaccinated health care workers with breakthrough infections of the
delta strain carried 251 times the viral load in their nostrils compared to those infected with older strains
detected between March-April 2020 (when no vaccines were available).144 This would explain the recent
reports of fully vaccinated individuals infecting each other and demonstrates the futility in vaccinating
groups at low risks of COVID19.145, 146, 147, 148 Therefore, vaccine passports would give some a false sense of
security.
9. As previously mentioned, apart from mounting evidence of waning efficacy of the COVID-19 vaccines
approved for use in Canada, there is also increasing evidence of a relatively high rate of injury from these
particular vaccines.149
10. As of December 2020, there were over 200 vaccine candidates for COVID-19 being developed and 52
were in human trials.150 It will become logistically impossible for any one Vax Pass to keep up with the
make, model and number of jabs required to stay current with respect to a vaccine schedule particularly
when each product may require differing numbers of injections.
11. Newcomers or travelers will be forced to take more than one vaccine product to satisfy the country in
which they wish to travel or live. Take for example the Canadian woman in China who has taken the
Sinovac vaccine but wishes to return to Canada, a country which does not recognize that particular
vaccine product. Consequently, she is forced to take a different vaccine product to satisfy Canada’s
requirements. The scientific community is unaware of the effects of combining these medical products.
Furthermore, different countries have applied different standards in their acceptability of what
constitutes proper vaccination protocols. For instance, the UK had required Canadians who have been
fully vaccinated to undergo quarantine restrictions for entry, but not travelers from the European Union
or the United States.
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12. Vaccine passports will have a greater negative impact on the poor, the homeless and those with mental
illness or developmental delays as they may not have a mobile device or a printer to demonstrate their
documentation. For those who choose to remain unvaccinated, vaccine passports may prevent them
from accessing fitness facilities that help to prevent obesity, one of the co-morbidities of COVID-19.
13. Many people already have immune protection to SARS-CoV-2 virus or are healthy with no symptoms.
This includes 1) those who can show a negative rapid COVID-19 test; 2) those who are
COVID-19-recovered as confirmed with a PCR test for the virus during their illness; and 3) those who can
demonstrate antibodies and/or T-cells reactive to SARS-CoV-2. After at least 18 months of exposure of
our population to SARS-CoV-2, the percentage of Canadians that is estimated to have naturally acquired
immunity is up to 90%, with broader testing needed to establish the country-wide level and how it may
affect safety and efficacy of the vaccine product.151 Moreover, immunity acquired by infection is more
robust, broader and more durable than the temporary immunity acquired by vaccination, yet a vaccine
passport would exclude these individuals from participating in society.152
14. Vaccine passports and vaccine mandates discriminate against those who cannot be vaccinated either
due to medical, religious or philosophical reasons.
15. Vaccine passports and vaccine mandates discriminate against those individuals who have had a “bad”
reaction (as determined by the individual’s experience) from a vaccine injection, and cannot or prefer
not to take another injection, and cannot obtain a medical exemption. These individuals may never again
be able to work or get onto a plane or participate fully in society. This may force many Canadians into
poverty, depression and suicide. Moreover, more than 50% of double vaccinated individuals experience
adverse reactions that provide symptoms equivalent to actual infection with the SARS-CoV-2 virus.153
16. Vaccine passports will impose an additional tax burden on Canadians and will be an ongoing
implementation burden for businesses. Moreover, in the government’s haste to develop Vaccine
Passports, they have not provided the public with any evidence of its efficacy, and therefore, no means
of pulling back the program if or when it achieves its desired goal.
17. We cannot discriminate against our American neighbours and other international visitors who have not
been vaccinated by barring their entry into Canada since those who are vaccinated also carry a
substantial risk of carrying and transmitting the SARS-CoV-2 infection. We must consider, for instance,
those Americans who own recreational property in Canada who would be unable to tend to their own
real estate.
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Every Canadian is entitled to enjoy their basic freedoms without having to succumb to a mandatory
medical intervention, one which is a novel experimental technology. Medical decisions are made through
consultation with one’s primary physician based on the individual's existing medical condition(s) and history.
Some Canadians wish to prudently wait for more safety and efficacy data before taking this specially authorized
injection. Our government is ignoring this fact as it continues to strenuously promote mass vaccination while
simultaneously fostering behaviours of discrimination, bullying, and intimidation in the workplace and in society
at large. Under duress, Canadians are being forced into making impossible decisions between an invasive
medical intervention with poorly understood shortand long-term safety and their job/education/leisure/travel.
Of note, on September 12, 2021, the UK decided to abandon the idea of Vaccine Passports.154
Canada has long stood as a beacon to other countries as a place of freedom from oppression. Let us
not now shatter this pillar of Canadian democracy. Vaccine passports are reminiscent of the Nazi Reisepass,
which permitted only certain Germans to freely travel inside and outside of Germany. The implementation of
vaccine passports and vaccine mandates creates a polarized country and only serves to divide society into an
apartheid of “haves” and “have nots.” Vaccine passports and mandates for SARS-CoV-2 are not scientifically
supported for need or effectiveness, and they are antidemocratic, anti-human rights and freedoms and
anti-choice. Vaccine mandates against those Canadians who simply wish to make their own personal choices
around their bodies are completely unconstitutional. The Canadian government must immediately halt all
vaccine passports and mandates relating to these still largely unapproved, investigational genetic
technologies, and ultimately choice must be preserved.
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VI.

Censorship

The CCCA is calling out the government, mainstream media and social media platforms (including the
“Trusted News Initiative”) for their support of and collusion in the obvious censorship and suppression of valid
and critical viewpoints regarding the COVID-19 pandemic and vaccination programs. Highly credentialed and
well-respected physicians, scientists and academics are being purposely maligned, muzzled, threatened,
sanctioned, smeared, de-platformed and canceled for simply advising their patients on well-researched
treatments or for publicizing new research on vaccine safety whenever these views are contrary to the
government narrative. No democracy can survive such censorship. If a democracy somehow exists amongst
censorship, “then democracy will inevitably be snuffed-out there, and dictatorship will inevitably be the result”
as “censorship blocks some essential truths from reaching the public”.155 We must stop the censoring of opposing
viewpoints as, not only will Canadian democracy be put in jeopardy, but the public will also lose confidence in
the government, science, medicine and, in this case, future vaccines.
As an essential stakeholder, the CCCA is requesting an open public forum to discuss the early
treatment, COVID-19 vaccine programs, the proposed mandatory vaccines and vaccine passes. The CCCA is
requesting to participate as a valued stakeholder and member of the COVID-19 Planning and Implementation
Team(s), the COVID-19 Immunity Task Force, and the provincial Science Tables to discuss repurposed
pharmaceutical treatments and to address non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs).
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APPENDIX A
Slide #16 - FDA Safety Surveillance of COVID-19 Vaccines October 22, 2020 before EUA (Emergency Use
Authorization): 156
• Guillain-Barré syndrome
• Acute disseminated encephalomyelitis
• Encephalitis / myelitis / encephalomyelitis / meningoencephalitis / meningitis / encephalopathy
• Convulsions / seizures
• Stroke
• Narcolepsy and cataplexy
• Acute myocardial infarction
• Myocarditis / pericarditis
• Autoimmune disease
• Deaths
• Pregnancy and birth outcomes
• Transverse myelitis
• Other acute demyelinating diseases
• Anaphylaxis and non-anaphylactic allergic reactions
• Thrombocytopenia
• Disseminated intravascular coagulation
• Venous thromboembolism
• Arthritis and arthralgia/joint pain
• Kawasaki disease
• Multi-system Inflammatory Syndrome in Children
• Vaccine enhanced disease
All of these syndromes and more have been reported to the VAERS reporting system in the USA.
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APPENDIX B
Vaccination of Youth
According to the WHO, careful consideration must be given to make sure there is informed consent in
the vaccination of children.157
In Canada and most countries in the world, privileges and responsibilities are given to individuals in
stages, as they develop and mature. This graded introduction to adulthood is logical, as MRI evidence shows that
the human brain is not fully mature until, on average, age 24. In regards to COVID-19, the vast majority of teens
under age 17 are unlikely to have the intellectual or educational capacity to make decisions about their medical
health (in particular regarding experimental treatments), as well as often having little or no knowledge about
their own medical profile or that of their familial health history. Moreover, as stated above, the public in general
has not even been presented with transparent information comparing risks and benefits of these novel vaccines.
Allowing children as young as 12 to make significant decisions regarding potentially life-changing medical
procedures involving experimental treatments could have serious long term medical implications. This policy
removes parent’s rights to protect their children and puts those rights into the hands of the government,
essentially making children temporary wards of the state. These are decisions and rights that should rest with
the parents and for which children are, in most instances, incapable of making informed decisions about and are
incapable of giving informed consent for.158, 159
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APPENDIX C
Recently published in the journal Science, Public Health Policy and the Law, Canadian Jessica Rose, PhD,
MSc, BSc, authored a report titled, “A Report on the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) of
the COVID-19 Messenger Ribonucleic Acid (mRNA) Biologicals.”160
This article entitled New study: Vaccines are the likely cause of adverse effects and deaths following
vaccination summarizes the results:161
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

57% of reported deaths following vaccination occurred within 48 hours of inoculation.
66% of emergency room (ER) visits following vaccination occurred within 48 hours of
inoculation.
63% of hospitalizations following vaccination occurred within 48 hours of inoculation.
70% of individuals developed symptoms within 48 hours following first or second doses.
79% of all VAERS reports were made after recipients received the first dose.
18% of all Adverse Events (AE) reports were cardiovascular, 12% were neurological, and 35%
were immunological.
Immunological AEs continue to rise with time even as other AEs have remained stable.
Those aged 30 to 40 years old comprise the largest subset of reports overall.
Higher absolute numbers of VAERS deaths and hospitalization are associated with the elderly
aged 65 and above. 84% of deaths following vaccination belonged to those aged 70 to 90 years
old.
The highest frequency of cardiovascular AEs was by individuals aged 20 to 30 years of age.
Spontaneous abortions recorded among women aged 20 to 40 years. 65% of these miscarriages
happened after the first dose.
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